Spontaneous and Stimulus-Evoked Respiratory Rate Elevation Corresponds to Development of Allodynia in Spinal Cord-Injured Rats.
Respiratory complications frequently accompany spinal cord injury (SCI) and slowed breathing has been shown to mitigate pain sensitivity. It is possible that elevated respiratory rates (RRs) signal the emergence of chronic pain after SCI. We previously validated the use of remote electric field sensors to noninvasively track breathing in freely behaving rodents. Here, we examined spontaneous (resting) and stimulus-evoked RRs as potential indices of mechanical hypersensitivity following SCI. Adult male Long-Evans rats received a lower thoracic hemisection or contusion SCI, or sham surgery, and underwent weekly assessments of mechanical and thermal sensitivity using the von Frey and Hargreaves tests, respectively. Resting RRs were recorded with remote sensors prior to nociception assays as well as 1 day post-surgery. Evoked RRs were quantified weekly in response to at-level mechanical stimulation provided by a small brush at various stimulation speeds, including those corresponding to the distinct tuning properties of a sub-population of cutaneous afferents known as C-low threshold mechanoreceptors. SCI rats developed mechanical hypersensitivity, which peaked 2-3 weeks after SCI. Compared with at baseline, hemisection SCI rats showed significantly heightened resting RRs at 1 day and 7 days post-injury, and the latter predicted development of pain hypersensitivity. In contusion SCI rats, resting RR increases were less substantial but occurred at all weekly time-points. Increases in brush-evoked RR coincided with full expression of hypersensitivity at 14 (hemisection) or 21 (contusion) days after SCI, and these effects were restricted to the lowest brush speeds. Our results support the possibility that early changes in RR may convey pain information in rats.